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We show that electrostatic charging of nanotubes and the consequent repulsion can lead to reversible
separation of individual single-walled carbon nanotubes in bundles. Low-energy electron beam
irradiation leads to this completely reversible phenomenon. A simple semianalytical model is used
to explain the observed separation mechanism. The reversibility of the separation process is
attributed to discharging and thermal-fluctuation induced motion of the nanotubes in ambient air.
Further, the separation impacts the electrical conductance of small nanotube bundled devices.
© 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2976631�

Due to their interesting electrical properties, single-
walled carbon nanotubes �SWNTs� have been considered as
promising candidates for nanoelectronic devices. However,
due to strong van der Waals �vdW� interaction between
SWNTs, they have a natural tendency to form bundles,1

which makes the realization of single SWNT-based applica-
tions very challenging. Therefore, more investigations are
needed toward the debundling mechanism of SWNTs.

Most of the existing debundling techniques follow vari-
ous wet chemical routes. Here, we report a distinct approach
to separate SWNTs in bundles using low-energy electron ir-
radiation. Over the past decade, a number of studies2–6 have
demonstrated the use of high energy e-beam and/or ion beam
irradiation for annealing metallic contacts,6,7 coalescence of
carbon nanotubes �CNTs�, and exfoliation of CNT bundles.8

In the present work, we show that SWNTs in a rope can be
separated under e-beam irradiation in scanning electron mi-
croscope �SEM� at a relatively low voltage range. The sepa-
ration process occurs along any desired part of the rope lo-
cally exposed to the electron irradiation. Theoretical studies
suggest an active role of electrostatic charging of nanotubes
to the separation process. In addition, the electrical measure-
ments of individual small nanotube bundled devices show a
reduction in the conductance due to the separation. Further-
more, at room temperature, in the presence of ambient air,
the separated nanotubes are observed to return to their origi-
nal packed state indicating a reversible separation process
due to electron irradiation.

We have grown SWNTs on Si substrates covered with a
100 nm thick oxide layer using the chemical vapor deposi-
tion method.9 SWNT bundles were then exposed to e-beam
irradiation in an SEM �Supra-55� at voltage ranges of 1–5
keV and with a current density in the range of
0.8–20 mA /cm2. Two-terminal electrical devices based on
individual SWNT ropes were fabricated using conventional
e-beam lithography followed by e-beam evaporation of a 50
nm thick Au layer on top of a thin ��5−10 nm� Ti layer.

Finally, the current-voltage �I-V� measurements were con-
ducted at room temperature on a microtip probe station
equipped with a Keithley 4200 source measure unit.

Figures 1�a�, 1�c�, and 1�e� exhibit the SEM images of
three different SWNT bundles before exposure to an exten-
sive irradiation in SEM. These three bundles have been ex-
posed to electron irradiation in SEM at 2.5 keV for 15–20 s.
After irradiation, the same bundles are shown in Figs. 1�b�,
1�d�, and 1�e�, respectively. The separation for each of these
bundles into two thinner parts �smaller bundles/individual
SWNTs� is very clear from these images. We have imaged a
pristine �Fig. 1�g�� and two other separated SWNT bundles
�Figs. 1�h� and 1�i�� in a tapping mode atomic force micro-
scope �AFM�. The appearance of two distinct clear separated
nanotubes �single SWNT or thinner bundle� in Figs. 1�h� and
1�i� evidently ensures the separation of the bundle under
electron irradiation. Note that the number of SWNTs in each
of these bundles is not same. However, only two thinner
separated parts have been resolved successfully within the
scope of this study.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� SEM micrographs of three SWNT bundles before
��a�, �c�, and �e�� and after ��b�, �d�, and �f�� separation, respectively. Tap-
ping mode AFM images of a pristine bundle �g� before exposure and two
separated bundles �h�, �i� after exposure to electron irradiation, respectively.
The scale bar is 100 nm.
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It has been observed that nanotubes are prone to charg-
ing upon e-beam irradiation, especially while being sup-
ported on insulating substrates.10–12 To investigate the effects
of electrostatic charging on separation, we have carried out a
simple semianalytical calculation. Initially, before e-beam ir-
radiation, we assume that the SWNTs interact solely through
vdW forces leading to the existence of an equilibrium sepa-
ration between two SWNTs. Based on the continuum
Lennard–Jones model, the vdW interaction potential between
two parallel CNTs, spaced apart by a perpendicular distance
of � and with radii of Ri and Rj, respectively, is given by13

�ij = �
0

2�

�RjV��Rj
2 + �2 − 2�Rj cos���,Ri�d� . �1�
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Furthermore, M11 and M5 are the elliptic integrals which
must be evaluated numerically as Mn�z�=�0

�d��1+z2

−2z cos��−n/2. In Eq. �1�, � is the surface density of carbon
atoms ��0.37 atoms /Å2 for a graphene sheet�. In Eq. �2�, �
and � are the usual vdW parameters. The vdW interaction
force, shown in Fig. 2�a�, is given by the derivative of the
interaction energy with respect to the separation distance be-
tween two parallel �10,10� CNTs. The equilibrium separation
distance between the two nanotubes is 2.46 times the radius
of the �10,10� nanotube ��0.673 nm� �Fig. 2�a��.

During electron irradiation, the amount of charge re-
tained by the nanotube depends upon several factors such as
the magnitude of the beam current, the conductivity of the
substrate, and the amount of secondary emission, among oth-
ers. However, we emphasize here that beyond an initial
amount deposited on the CNT, subsequent incident electrons
are repulsed by the existing layer. Hence, prolonged addi-
tional exposure should have no effect on the separation dis-
tance. Therefore, if we assume that the charge resides on the
surface of the metallic �10,10� nanotubes, the present picture
deals with two charged conducting hollow cylinders interact-
ing via electrostatic forces. The radially symmetric electric
field due to an infinitely long charged cylinder of radius a at
a distance r from its center can be calculated by Gauss’s law,
E�r�=qa /�0r, where q is the surface charge density while �0

is the permittivity of free space. The force exerted by the
field on a unit length of the second nanotube lying at a dis-
tance d can be derived as

2q2a2

�0
�

0

�  1
�d2 + a2 − 2ad cos���

	 cos�tan−1	 a sin���
d − a cos���
��d� . �3�

Using the linear charge density of 0.1 e /Å,10,11 the surface
charge density for the �10,10� nanotube can be estimated as
0.1e / �2�a��3.78	10−21 C /Å.8,11 The electrostatic force is
displayed in Fig. 2�b�. It should be noted that in the vicinity
of the vdW equilibrium separation of 2.46 units, the electro-
static force is at least an order of magnitude higher than the
vdW force and hence will result in the separation of the
nanotubes. Also, the electrostatic force falls off much slower
than the vdW force. Thus, charging and hence the ensuing
Coulombic repulsion is likely to be the dominant mechanism
for the irradiation-induced separation in SEM.

The I-V measurements have been carried out on a total
of 24 devices before and after exposure to electron irradia-
tion at room temperature. The conductance for each device is
extracted from the linear I-V characteristics and normalized
with respect to the sum of the conductance values before
�Gb� and after �Ga� separation. The normalized conductance
for each device before �after� separation, Gb�a� / �Gb+Ga�, is
presented by black �red� points in Fig. 3�a�. The solid black
line at the middle corresponds to the instance where conduc-
tance remains unaffected by the separation, i.e., Ga=Gb. In
Fig. 3�a�, none of the devices possesses conductance values
on the middle line, ensuring a strong electrical dependence
on the physical separation. Besides, for all the devices, con-
ductance after separation �red points� takes place below the
black line, whereas the conductance before separation �black
points� stays above, indicating a reduction in conductance for
each device that has undergone a separation process in SEM.

To investigate the stability of the separation between the
nanotubes in ambient air, 19 out of the 24 devices were ex-
posed to air at room temperature for one to a few hours.
Corresponding conductance values are presented by the blue
scattering points in Fig. 3�a�. The majority �14� of the de-
vices begin to approach their as-fabricated conductance val-
ues in the presence of ambient air. Now, if the increased
conductance indicates a slow recombining process of the
separated nanotubes in the presence of air, then the conduc-
tance should eventually attain the as-fabricated value for the
reversible case. In Fig. 3�b�, for a device with alternating
exposure to e-beam irradiation and to ambient air, we have
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FIG. 2. Comparison between the vdW interaction force and the electrostatic
interaction force between two parallel �10,10� CNTs with respect to the
perpendicular distance between them. The distance is normalized by the
radius of the �10,10� nanotube and the forces are normalized with respect to
a force amount to the vdW well depth at equilibrium per unit radius.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Collection of normalized conductance of indi-
vidual devices. The black, blue, and red points present the conductance
values before separation, after separation, and in ambient air for few hours
after separation, respectively. Conductance is normalized by the sum of the
conductance values before �Gb� and after �Ga� separation. �b� A collection of
I-V for a device at each step during an alternative exposure to e-beam
irradiation and ambient air. The sequences are indicated by the arrows.
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shown the reversible nature of the separation process by
measuring I-V at each step. Initially, after the first irradiation,
the device was exposed to air for 1 h. As expected, the first
SEM exposure reduces the current from the black to the
green curve in Fig. 3�b�. After 1 h exposure in air, the current
�the magenta curve� reaches at almost the as-fabricated value
�the black curve�. At this stage, the device was exposed to
the irradiation for second time. This time, after attaining a
critical distance between the separated nanotubes, no further
separation was observed in SEM even for a longer duration
of e-beam exposure. Again for the second time, current drops
from the magenta to the red curve in Fig. 3�b�. 1 h exposure
to the air brings the current �the blue curve� back to its origi-
nal one �the magenta�. Thus, the reversible I-V characteris-
tics indicate a reversible separation process between SWNTs
in the presence of air �Supplementary material,14 Fig. 1 rep-
resents the reversible SEM images for this device�. Further-
more, the conductance drop �from the black to the green
curve in Fig. 3�b�� after the first irradiation is very close to
that �from the magenta to the red curve� of the second irra-
diation. These results indicate the existence of a critical sepa-
ration distance between the nanotubes and up to which nano-
tubes can be separated under e-beam irradiation.

With exposure to ambient air, the exfoliated nanotubes
are likely to discharge through the air molecules. After dis-
charging, the separation distance between the nanotubes is
expected to fluctuate due to the thermal noise. By consider-
ing the nanotube as a vibrating rod pinned at both ends, the
thermal vibration amplitude 
 of a nanotube is given as15 

= �4L3KT /�4YdG�d2+G2��1/2, where, d is the diameter, L is
the length in nm, Y is Young’s modulus of the nanotube, and
G is the vdW distance in graphite. The thermal vibration
amplitude 
, for a 1000 nm long �10,10� nanotube with
Young’s modulus of 1 TPa at 300 K is around 4.2 nm, which
is about 6.24 normalized distance units. If we assume that
the nanotubes are at a distance of 10 units from each other
due to electrostatic repulsion, upon removal of the electron
beam �and after discharging�, thermal vibrations can bring
the nanotubes as close as 3.76 units. This will then bring the

nanotubes back to a configuration where attractive vdW
force will begin to operate.

In summary, we have demonstrated a charge induced
separation process between SWNTs in SEM. Using a semi-
analytical calculation, we have shown that the electrostatic
charging effect is the likely mechanism for the splitting of
nanotubes under e-beam exposure. In addition, the separation
process has been shown to influence the electrical transport
properties of SWNTs significantly. In the presence of air, a
rebundling process between the separated nanotubes is re-
flected in the reversible I-V characteristics.
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